Year Six Week 2
Hi all,
We hope that you are all staying safe and managing to smile. Below is the next
set of work for you to complete. Please make sure that you take time to relax
and talk with each other.

Marvellous Maths
Day 1

Day 2
Sometimes, always never?

How many types of triangles are
there?

If you multiply 2 decimal
numbers, the answer will be

Draw, name and label as many as
you can. Include their properties and

a whole number.

estimate their angles sizes.

How many ways can you create an
equation where the answer = 97?

Day 3

Use all 4 operations to complete
this.

Day 4

Day 5
True or false?

You can make £7.98 with 9

The answer is 37.

different coins.

What could the question be?

Prove it!

How many can you think of?



Times tables – Practise for your next ‘We can challenge.’



Log into My Maths and complete the work set for you……Other things you can
do………………….
Tell the time

Cook

Go on a
treasure hunt
inside or out

Excellent English
Over the next 5 days, you are going to write a diary entry about your how you are spending
your days. We wrote diary entries recently as part of our work on The Giant’s Necklace so
we’re positive yours will be great. Just remember the features and begin with Dear Diary and
end with a sentence about what you think you’ll get up to tomorrow…











Write in the first person (use the personal pronouns I and we).



Use informal language (contractions with apostrophes such as ‘don’t’).



Include emotive language (thoughts, feelings and opinions).



Write chronologically (use time conjunctions).



Write using the past tense.

Day 1 – You must write a diary entry about your whole day. Try to break it down into three
main paragraphs, one for the morning, one for the afternoon and one for the evening. This way
you will end up writing chronologically.
Day 2 – You must write a diary entry about your whole day. Today, try to write about
something that interested or excited you (may be easier said than done) so you can include
some powerful emotive language.
Day 3 – You must write a diary entry about your whole day. Write about the interactions you
had with other people. What were they doing? Was it what you wanted to do? How did it make
you feel?
Day 4 – You must write a diary entry about your whole day. Make sure you include what you
watched, what the weather was like and what you ate. Was it scrummy or did you burn your
toast this morning?



Day 5 – You must write a diary entry about your whole day. On this day, compare it to a day
that you have previously had that was different. E.g. This was nothing like Tuesday because…
Unlike Tuesday, today I feel completely… Remember Tuesday? Well today was the complete
opposite because…

Super Spellings
Challenge: Put these in sentences of your own.

familiar
yacht
correspond
rhythm
shoulder

competition
amateur
system
nuisance
explanation

Relaxing Reads
Don’t forget you have your reading books to read and you can still
complete the Emoji Reads Challenge. The book review sheets, along
with further details can be found on the school website under the
heading - news and event/latest news.

Perfect Projects

As you know, this half term we have been learning about The Battle of
Britain in History.
We hope you have decided on the project you will be completing.
Hopefully by now you will have undertaken your research and you will have started your
chosen task. If you have finished this, feel free to choose another! Enjoy!



A poster persuading people to join the R.A.F in this time of need.
Design your own shelter to keep safe from the impending bombing.



Design and create your own R.A.F plane. Be creative with how you make these.
Eg. plastic bottles, toilet roll holders, drinks cans etc…

Other suggestions:


Write an imaginary diary entry as though you were someone from that time. E.g. a pilot
for the RAF. A Londoner during the Blitz, A mother of three trying to cook for her
family during rationing.



Can you draw a portrait of someone significant from the time. It could be Winston
Churchill? King George VI, Adolf Hitler.
How would you have celebrated Battle of Britain Day?




What would life be like now if Britain hadn’t won?
Write a King’s speech for the radio to the people of Britain during that time.



Wonderful Websites


Spag.com




BBC Bitesize
Topmarks

